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Abstract: The range of assessment follows from theoretical assumptions that represent skills and 

concepts differently, and increasingly wrestle with representations of practices. A pragmatic 

strategy for coordinating and leveraging these differences may provide degrees of continuity 

across each, and scaffold both individual performance and collective participation in domain 

practices. This poster profiles a case study of (dis)continuity across one such pragmatic 

organization of assessment. Findings suggest methodological limits for illuminating discontinuity 

and a more tractable approach. 

 

Theoretical assumptions determine the role of assessment for research on learning. However, theoretical 

divides across assessment may be usefully re-framed in order to understand the multidimensionality of learning and 

to shift focus to questions of what learning means rather than what learners know (cf. Delandshere, 2002). To this 

end, practical tensions underlying the competing demands of stakeholders and the conflicting functions of 

assessment call for larger degrees of cooperation and coordination. To this end, case studies of knowledge practices 

(Greeno, et al., 1998) may illuminate multiple meanings of learning across assessments, and usefully relate 

contemporary views of knowing and learning to conventional views of accountability (Hickey & Zuiker, 2003). 

They may also advance an increasingly coherent assessment framework for meeting the disparate needs of multiple 

stakeholders. This study considers one such case for a high school biology unit on genetics with three distinct 

assessments. A pragmatic strategy frames these assessments across three levels (Hickey, Zuiker, Taasoobshirazi, 

Schafer, & Michael, in press), in which family resemblance to broad categories of learning theory delineate each 

level. As a caveat, any representation yields some degree of meaning for any particular theory, but all theories value 

particular representations over others. With these attendant orientations in mind, multiple-choice items that probe 

associations resonate more with behavioral orientations (e.g., Skinner, 1954); performance assessments that 

characterize conceptual understandings align best with cognitive approaches; and scientific argumentation as a broad 

yet central scientific practice serves socio-cultural perspectives (e.g., Lemke, 1990). Notwithstanding the contention 

(and concession) that such boundaries inhere, these levels necessarily represent learning differently, shifting debates 

towards what learning genetics means across theoretical divides and for various stakeholders. 

 

These multi-level assessments frame a 20-hour, technology-enhanced genetics curriculum in a high school 

life science course. Investigations across three thematic units feature the GenScope software tool, which models 

genetic organization from genes to populations. Each unit concludes with an individual assessment and small group 

discussion of the answers. Toulmin’s (1958/2003) argumentation model structures both the assessment and 

collaboration, ideally supporting formulations of genetics knowledge practices to warrant and/or back claims (i.e., 

response to each question). In this way, group discussion constitutes a first, socio-cultural level of assessment. At the 

second level, a pre-post performance assessment orders 25 items in terms of a developmental model of expertise that 

scaffolds performance across increasingly complex problems and accurately and broadly assesses expertise 

(Kindfield, Hickey, & Yessis, 1999). The third level is a pre-post multiple-choice assessment that includes 13 items 

randomly selected from SAT II biology items related to genetics and a textbook’s chapter test bank, which together 

represent a range of associations presented in the curriculum. These latter two assessments bear family resemblance 

to cognitive and behavioral assessment strategies respectively (see Hickey, Zuiker, et al., in press). 

 

The teacher solicited eight groups across four participating classes to be videotaped during argumentation 

discussions. He based selection on good attendance, constituting a convenience sample. In order to consider the 

underlying theoretical organization of multi-level assessment, this case study concerns a dyad that consistently 

engaged in discussion and completed both pre-post measures. At the same time, the case focuses exclusively on a 

single, non-trivial knowledge practice - predicting pedigrees using charts. Pedigree prediction is a challenging aspect 

of introductory inheritance curricula because learners must reason backward from effect to cause, constructing 

patterns across generations to predict the genotypes that affected that pattern. 
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Multifaceted Rasch procedures scaled pre-post data on a t-scale (mean=50; s.d.=10). Scaling in this way 

generates a more accurate estimate of performance than simply summing correct responses. The overall mean gain 

(n=53) was 19.8 for the performance assessment and 10.6 for the multiple-choice assessment. Repeated measures 

ANOVA revealed significant improvements for each, F(1, 52)= 158.73, p<0.001 and F(1, 52)= 27.95, p<0.001. Both 

assessments frame compelling evidence of classroom-wide learning, and the individual gains of both students in the 

case study echo these; the first gained 27 and 22 and the second 14 and 7. At the same time, a comparison of 

pedigree prediction items revealed conflicting results for the pair. Four items on the performance assessment suggest 

that neither student learned about pedigree prediction while two items on the multiple-choice assessment suggest 

that they have. Analyses of argumentation discussions further amplify the (dis)continuity in what learning means. 

 

Discourse analysis of the argumentation discussions focuses specifically on epistemic stance (Ochs, 1996). 

An epistemic stance is an utterance that addresses the certainty, reliability, and/or limitations of a proposition. These 

uses of language highlight the evidential systems reflected in knowledge practices and modern science in general. 

Transcripts from the initial curricular activity and two subsequent discussions demonstrate the pair’s discursive 

interactions around pedigree prediction. During the initial curricular activity, neither student formulated an epistemic 

stance in relation to the questions, suggesting that neither engaged in the relevant knowledge practices. For example, 

while one of the two identifies a correct solution, he does not discuss his reasons or identify evidence in the pedigree 

chart. The subsequent argumentation discussion illustrates persistently narrow practice, seemingly unchanged in the 

short time between the curricular and assessment activities. However, both do begin to enlist evidence during this 

discussion, even positioning it strategically to persuade one another. For example, one student’s account begins with 

“’cause remember…”, and the other rejects an appeal, recasting the argument in his own terms - “but it’s saying…”. 

These phrases work to relate and to persuade, building a nascent, shared understanding of problems and illustrating 

the relational work involved in meaningful argumentation. The final argumentation discussion three days later did 

suggest differences in practice, albeit contrary to the evidence from the pedigree prediction-related items. That is, 

the formulations of the student who performed better in general but worse on pedigrees, in particular, ultimately 

suggested degrees of competent knowledge practice while the formulations of the student who performed better on 

pedigree prediction specifically suggested sustained misunderstandings. In general, this case study indicates that 

representations of one group’s demonstrated practice and performance fail to cohere. Despite warranting claims with 

sound practice, the same student failed to perform well on a similar question in the performance assessment. By the 

same token, the other student never demonstrated competent practice during argumentation episodes, but answered 

the relevant multiple-choice items correctly. 

 

 The degrees of discontinuity across levels of assessment may be troubling, but also revealing of a question 

at the center of all assessment: what does learning mean through one or across many assessments? Continuity is 

desirable. Therefore debates about when multi-level strategies cohere and when they do not may prove useful in 

advancing such a question. Moreover, it does so with attention to the demands and functions of assessment for 

research and practice simultaneously, underscoring goals of the learning sciences. Future research may consider not 

only organizing assessment around innovative curricula but also within them, especially as technology increasingly 

affords such embeddedness. 
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